Modern Desktop Experience:
Clearing the View
Microsoft Windows 10 sets a new
scene in operating systems

This eBook scans today’s workplace through the lens of
Windows 10, unearthing insights at every angle — from
digital fitness goals to cyber fears and elusive facts.
Full Transparency: We’ll also shed light on the challenges
and growing pains organizations may experience around
Windows 10.
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The Modern
Workplace
Defined

Millennials, office pets, personal devices, empty
cubicles on a weekday: Today’s workplace looks
much different than it did 15 years ago.

•

•

62% of employees work remotely at least
some of the time 1

Bottom line: Millennials expect the same pan-digital experience
at work as they have in their personal lives.

98% say flexible work schedules help

But forces that don’t meet the eye are causing even bigger shifts:

bolster productivity 1
•

53 million: Number of Millennials, who now
officially out-populate Gen Xers, in today’s
workplace

•

A faster, more flexible cadence for business development

•

De-centralization: remote employees and cloud-based operations

•

An elusive threat landscape

•

The departure from product-based consumption to subscription

2

service models
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Enter the
Digital
Workplace
Just as modern technology re-structured
business, today’s business climate is impacting
the way technology is developed and applied.
•

Common challenges for IT
•

technology processes when
they’re busy managing existing

73% of CEOs cite rapid pace of technology

systems

change as their top challenge 3
•

71% of CEOs now consider their

•

Balancing user demands for
freedom and flexibility while

organization to be a tech company,

staying secure and maintaining

regardless of industry 3
•

Finding time for IT to learn new

business reliability

89% of execs see their businesses as soonto-be targets of digital disruption4

New digital experience standards
•

Impact IT’s capacity to manage
technology

•

Influence IT staffs’ workstyles
and expectations

•

Reshape how organizations
manage technology
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Through
the Lens of
Windows 10
Microsoft’s newest operating system embodies the Modern Desktop Experience
With its ardent focus on user-identity protection, features that further blur the line between
physical and digital worlds, and a product-turned-service market stance, Windows 10 is a true
sign of the times in enterprise technology.

Windows 10: Framing the Modern Business Landscape
Microsoft used direct customer feedback to guide the way they designed Windows 10. Here are
five of the key challenges their clients brought up time and time again:
1. Mobile device security
2. Ability to adopt technologies at the same pace as consumers
3. No more big deployments
4. Users need access to their apps and data anywhere, anytime
5. IT budgets are under pressure
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5

500M

currently running
Windows 10 6

85%

of enterprises have
made migration
plans for 2018 7

Cybersecurity
Today
The most secure Windows ever? That’s the word on Microsoft’s newest OS.
IT Security and Compliance are top concerns for every organization today, regardless of size
and industry — a key reason why Microsoft made it a top priority for Windows 10. In the case of
Windows 10, stronger threat defense doesn’t mean a more robust version of traditional IT security

Forrester says
it best: “Legacy,
perimetercentric models of
information security
are of no use in
today’s digital
businesses.” 8

models — it looks like an entirely new approach.

3.6M

$
Databases

Servers

Computers

Devices

Traditional DeviceCentric Security
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average cost of
data breach 9
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Modern User and Data-Centric Security

96B

$

Predicted worldwide
cybersecurity
spending for 2018 10

Conventional cybersecurity
efforts: Location-based
Modern efforts: Must transcend
geographical boundaries

To provide protection wherever users and devices go, Windows 10 puts identity
management and data protection at the forefront of cybersecurity. Where Windows 7
requires help from add-ons to secure vulnerable data, Windows 10 is self-equipped to:
•

Better protect business information by distinguishing it from personal data

•

Ensure only authorized apps can access sensitive content

•

Share files securely with fellow employees, customers, and outside partners alike

The result? 33% reduction in security issues and resolution time 11
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33%

reduction
in security issues and
resolution time 11

Here’s a look at some of the new security features in Windows 10:
Microsoft knew that designing an OS to remedy the security issues du jour was only a fraction
of the battle—Windows 10 also needed the flexibility to evolve over time. More on this later—see

Windows
10 Security
on Legacy or Modern Devices*
Reinventing IT Operations
(page 14).
Windows 10 Security on Legacy or Modern Devices*
Windows Information 10
Protection

10

Windows Trusted Boot
7

Windows Update
7

Trusted Platform Module

Device
protection

Microsoft Edge

10

Windows Defender
Windows Firewall

7

SmartScreen

7

Threat
resistance

7

10

Windows Hello
10
Companion Devices

BitLocker Admin and
Monitoring
10

Windows Hello

Identity
protection
PRE-BREACH

BitLocker

7

BitLocker to Go

7

Information
protection

Windows Defender
Advanced Threat
Protection

Breach detection
investigation &
response
POST-BREACH

Potential challenge: Windows 10 will change quickly enough to stay a step ahead of
cyberthreats, challenging IT teams to stay on pace with frequent patching and updates.

* Upgraded from Windows 7 or 32-bit Windows 8
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“Digital extortion
and disruption
have proven that
the most valuable
commodity of
today’s connected
digital economy is
information. Data’s
value will continue
to rise.” 12

Modern User
Experience
Powerful, modern devices in the workplace
20 years ago, workplace technology was
generally more advanced than anything
employees leveraged for personal use. Now
organizations are having to transform to meet
the same standard of digital sophistication that
employees and customers experience at home.

is demanding employees — and entire
organizations — to perform at a quicker rate.
Digital productivity tools are key to keeping up
in the modern business world. Without them,
employee engagement also suffers.

STRESS

Today’s “more, better, faster” mentality

PRODUCTIVITY
A survey by Towers Watson showed an
inverse correlation between stress levels
and productivity/engagement levels. 13
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The paradox
of digital
transformation –
more technology,
higher expectations,
more to manage –
impacts IT teams
most of all.

The Digital Workplace: Productive no matter where you work
Windows 10 aims to foster productivity by minimizing the number of steps it takes to complete a
given task, while supporting a flexible work schedule. Today that means offering a more seamless
transition between devices, screens, apps, programs, and files—minimizing the micro interruptions
that compound over time.
•

Windows 10 can easily sync across all devices thanks to its Universal Windows Platform,
supporting a more fluid experience for employees who embody the modern, mobile workstyle. 14

•

60-80%
of their time

working remotely
are likely to have the
highest workplace
engagement 17

Windows 10 allows users to create virtual desktops on a single screen, essentially centralizing
two devices into one. 15

•

Employees who spend

Gartner predicts that organizations with “choose your own work style” cultures will reap a
10% increase in employee retention by 2020.

16

91%
of employees

feel they’re more
productive while
working remotely 18
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The Digital Workplace: Where worlds collide
As technology further ingrains itself into the fabric
of our professional and personal lives, people
expect their interactions with digital devices to
feel like second-nature. Picture this: visual art
professionals approaching their computer screens
as they would a traditional canvas.
Brooke Shaden Photography

Windows 10 speaks to this trend with Interactive
features and mixed-reality tools, like 3D photo
and paint apps, voice-activated commands, and
biometric login. Not only does logging in with
fingerprints, facial recognition, or retinal scans
reduce the risk of credential theft—it’s also a
more seamless interaction. 19
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Cortana: An external hard drive for your brain.
Microsoft’s intelligent bot, Cortana, is even smarter than before, taking ownership of minor
tasks, sending reminders to keep employees on time and on agenda, and progressively
learning to predict users’ needs. The result? More mental energy for employees to spend
on strategic and creative tasks. 20

Modern
Devices
In a functional sense, Windows 10 reflects
the digital zeitgeist by playing nice with other
modern technologies.
•

Windows 10 is designed to continually
evolve, ensuring perpetual compatibility
with the latest applications, software, and
devices.

•

It’s built to integrate with and perform

13

On the flip side, new software and applications won’t jibe

well alongside ever-changing hardware,

with older operating systems—especially in the case of

and currently works with any hardware

Microsoft products.

capable of running Windows 7 and above.
•

•

•

Outdated applications and software are easier for

To support a growing BYOD culture,

hackers to exploit, so running an operating system that

Windows 10 is compatible with Android

supports modern technologies is key to avoiding threats

and iOS devices. 14

like ransomware and viruses. 21
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By 2023,
Office 365
Pro Plus
won’t run

on any Microsoft
OS that’s older than
Windows 10 22

Reinventing IT
Operations
A new take by way of
Windows as a Service
Modern challenges for IT: Budgetary, time,
and talent constraints
Security demands, the competitive pace of
innovation, limited resources, and modern user
expectations have forged a fresh IT management
model. “Decade-old PC tech, infrastructure, and
processes drive up IT costs and slow business
agility” was Microsoft customer feedback. How is
technology, and specifically Windows 10, adapting
to meet these challenges? Less emphasis on
products, more emphasis on service. 5

Enter: Windows as a Service
From new feature releases and security
enhancements to monthly patching, here’s where
things get interesting—and a bit confusing.
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What is WaaS?
Microsoft’s method of keeping Windows 10 in peak performance by releasing continuous quality and features updates.

What does Microsoft mean when they say Windows 10 is “the last OS they will ever release?”
Products wear out. Service evolves. Windows 10 is designed to gradually improve over time, eliminating the need to start from scratch every few years.

Microsoft serviced Windows 7 with security and feature updates too – how is the Windows 10 service model any different?
Windows 7 followed a “big bang” change cadence with major updates occurring every few years, but Windows 10 stays perpetually up-to-date with
bi-annual releases for gradual transformation, minimizing end-user disruption. These bi-annual releases include the rollout of entirely new tools
and capabilities. For example, Microsoft’s Windows 10 Fall Creators Update (October 2017) delivered a handful of new features supporting innovation,
creativity, and productivity, such as OneDrive Files On-Demand, which allows users to access OneDrive files on any device. 23 Other cool releases
include AI-powered photo search (like hitting “Ctrl F” on your photo library to pull up every picture that has a woman’s face in it), as well as the new
Pin Your People feature—a shortcut to your closest contacts so you can text or email them in a flash. 24

Clarifying WaaS: What’s the difference between quality and feature updates?

15

Quality Update — a single cumulative
update each month with no new features 5

Feature Update — twice per year
with new capabilities 5

•

PATCHING — security fixes, reliability
fixes, bug fixes, etc.

•

Brand new feature with 18 months of
servicing and support

•

Supersedes the previous month’s update

•

Includes built-in rollback capabilities

•

Simple deployment using in-place
upgrade, driven by existing tools
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1. In contrast to Windows 7, Microsoft will send each phase of

1. Think of every release as

feature updates out to Windows 10 collectively. But although

having three parts: Plan &

the full spectrum of releases will be available to customers,

Prepare, Pilot, and Broad

organizations still must independently decide which ones to

Deployment.

roll out, and then implement them.
2. Each customer must identify which features make sense to
adopt for their specific industry and company size, then further

2. Windows 10 updates align with
Office 365 ProPlus updates for
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easier change management.

segment deployments per department, etc.
3. Microsoft only services updates with security support and bug
fixes for 18 months after their release dates, so organizations
should stay ahead of each feature rollout to remain protected.
This is a cause for concern among many IT teams, who fear they
may not have the bandwidth to keep up.
4. Although Windows 10’s gradual release cadence reduces the
need for in-depth user training, organizations will still need a
way to manage user adoption. 5
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3. Microsoft will let you know when your systems are available for
upgrades and when they don’t meet the necessary compatibility
requirements. 25
4. They also show which features are in development to customers
who sign up for a group called Windows Insider Community.

Patch
Management
Patch Management: A necessary evil?

Why the rampant patching oversight?

Ideal patch management demands IT staff to

7,500 devices require $52,332 annually to manage basic

keep a close pulse on systemic vulnerabilities,

patching. That cost does not include:

constantly identifying which areas need attention
and how to best deliver reinforcements.
Patch management with Windows 10 is different
than it was in previous operating systems.
Windows 10 contains multiple release branches
and channels from which organizations must
choose according to their specific needs, and
patching strategies differ per branch. Windows
10 has removed the redundancy of Windows 7’s
process with “express updates,” a patch that only
adds net-new changes. 5
Key benefits: This makes for a faster patching
process with fewer storage demands.
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•

Patch Process Architect/Manager salary

•

Training of patching resource

•

Management of patching resource

•

Systems Center Config Manager patching

•

CAB meetings and patching approval process

•

Turnover

•

Handling technology changes to SCCM and/or Intune

•

Compliance reporting and issue resolution

•

Window 10 feature adoption training and user review 11

Consistent patch management is essentially a full-time job,
and for organizations with a limited tech budget, hiring a fulltime employee with the necessary level of technical expertise
to do it well is very challenging.

80%

of breaches

are a result of
organizations failing
to follow patching best
practices 26

Patching on Windows 10 will be more difficult for small-to-midsize organizations to support in-house.
For example, patching on the new OS now requires IT to keep up with drivers — a step that most organizations
could avoid in Windows 7 due to a security glitch — which demands a certain skillset missing from most IT
departments. However, proper patching is more essential than ever for smaller companies: 60% of them go
out of business within six months of a cyber-attack. 27 This is just one example of the forces that are causing
organizations to get creative with IT management, often adopting a more agile, subscription-based support
model such as Windows 10 Lifecycle Management.
These features can save you a significant amount of time when it comes to patching:
1. Telemetry data — log analytics upgrade readiness
2. SCCM and Intune co-management
3. Autopilot
4. Ongoing support and budgeted monthly patching cost rather than large, sporadic projects
5. Windows 10 Lifecycle Management, a continual service that manages the routine IT tasks associated
with Windows 10, while also providing strategic guidance and performance reporting

Windows 10 Lifecycle Management
Windows 10 Lifecycle Management includes automation as a service, organizational change management,
continual patching/feature update support, and a full range of on-demand IT expertise to optimize every step
of the Windows 10 lifecycle. This ongoing support makes it possible for organizations to maintain an evermodern desktop experience without diminishing their IT staffs’ time to focus on innovative projects.
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60%

of small
businesses
fold
within six months
of a cyber-attack 27

Summary
In this eGuide, we defined the Modern Desktop Experience as one that
empowers employees to connect and collaborate anywhere, anytime;
keeps corporate data and user identities secure; drives operational
efficiency; and has the agility to evolve over time. Since Microsoft designed
Windows 10 with mobility, security, efficiency, and agility as top concerns,
we used the operating system as a lens to better understand today’s

Top 5 Takeaways
1. Windows 10 embodies the Modern Desktop Experience
and marks a turning point in operating systems: an agile
service model is replacing time-stamped products.
2. Windows 10 feature and quality updates follow a gradual

workplace environment while also clarifying the intricacies of Windows 10

continuous release model, ensuring an ever-modern

itself. As we disclosed, many of the same traits that befit Windows 10 for

experience and superior security.

the modern workplace can also pose challenges for organizations with
limited IT resources. To keep up with Windows 10’s quick update cadence,
organizations are gravitating towards a subscription-based support model,
adopting services like Windows 10 Lifecycle Management.

Want to learn more? Check out these resources:
>> Windows 10
>> Windows 10 Lifecycle Management
>> 5 New Security Features in Windows 10
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3. Many IT teams fear they won’t have the bandwidth to
keep pace with Windows 10’s continuous release model.
4. To stay modern and secure, IT is looking outside of the
box for Windows 10 support.
5. Companies will get the most from Windows 10 by
offloading routine tasks like patching, while also
providing strategic guidance.
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